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Abstract There is an emerging market today for indoor
positioning systems capable of working alongside global
navigation satellite systems, such as the global positioning
system, in indoor environments. Many systems have been
proposed in the literature but all of them have fundamental
flaws that hold them back from widescale implementation.
We review angle-of-arrival (AOA) and angle-difference-
of-arrival (ADOA) optical indoor positioning systems
which have been proven to be robust, accurate, and easily
implementable. We build an AOA/ADOA optical indoor
positioning system out of a simple commercial high-speed
camera and white light light emitting diodes (LEDs) which
operate over a working area of 1 m3, and compare its
performance to other indoor positioning methods. The
AOA and ADOA systems achieve positioning with low
errors of 1.2 and 3.7 cm, respectively.

Keywords angle-of-arrival (AOA), angle-difference-of-
arrival (ADOA), indoor positioning, optical positioning*

1 Introduction

The global positioning system (GPS) is the heart of a
multibillion dollar (annual) industry [1]. Commercial
products utilizing GPS have become commonplace in
everyday life over the past few decades. We rely on
accurate positioning data for a wide range of applications
including vehicular navigation, city planning, and personal
recreation. Unfortunately, this powerful system has a
fundamental challenge in that GPS operation becomes
unreliable when the user is either indoors or underground.
This is due to the lack of line-of-sight links between the

system’s satellites and the user [2]. Since most people
spend much of their day indoors (i.e., homes, places of
employment, places of recreation), a new positioning
technology must be adapted for indoor environments.
Literature in recent decades has provided an abundance

of indoor positioning systems [3,4], but none of these
systems have seen wide-scale adoption due to practical
challenges. These challenges either stem from the cost of
implementing the system or from technical considerations.
Most indoor positioning systems found in the literature
make use of one of three general positioning techniques:
received signal strength (RSS) [5–12], time of arrival
(TOA)/time-difference of arrival (TDOA) [13–18], or
angle of arrival (AOA)/angle-difference of arrival
(ADOA) [19–23]. Such techniques can be implemented
with ultrasonic, radio-frequency (RF), or optical (visible or
infrared) signaling to realize the desired indoor positioning
system.
Current ultrasonic indoor positioning systems make use

of the TOA/TDOA technique with ultrasonic signaling
[14,15]. These systems have low position error, below 1
cm [14,24], but require complex signal coding schemes
[14,15]. Additionally, these systems typically require many
transmitters and a customized receiver, leading to high
cost. Finally, the position error of these systems often
increases in real environments due to distortion of the
received signal by ambient acoustic noise, temperature
fluctuations [24], and multipath. This sensitivity to the
environment and their cost make TOA/TDOA-ultrasonic
positioning systems impractical.
A second well-known form of indoor positioning system

makes use of RSS or TOA/TDOA techniques with RF
signaling. The performance and utility of such RF indoor
positioning systems greatly depend upon which RF
transmitter technology is used. Systems based upon Wi-
Fi, Bluetooth, and ultra-wideband technologies have all
been demonstrated. Indoor positioning systems based on
Wi-Fi technology use an RSS receiver and have a position
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error greater than 1 m [8,9], which is poor. These systems
also typically rely upon mapping RSS levels from multiple
Wi-Fi transmitters in an area beforehand, making them
sensitive to dynamic objects, such as people, in the
positioning environment, as well as changes to the
environment itself. Indoor positioning systems based
upon Bluetooth technology tend to be more accurate than
systems based on Wi-Fi; however, they still yield a
position error on the order of meters [25]. In addition,
Bluetooth systems utilize the same RSS mapping techni-
que as Wi-Fi systems, so they are also sensitive to error
from dynamic objects in the positioning environment and
changes to the environment. From a practical standpoint,
Wi-Fi and Bluetooth receivers exist in consumer devices
making these types of indoor positioning systems easier to
implement. In fact, some simple consumer indoor
positioning systems that use Wi-Fi technology already
exist from companies such as Infsoft [26]. Unfortunately,
their low accuracy limits their use to applications where
meter-level accuracy is adequate and environments having
existing Wi-Fi or Bluetooth transmitters, such as airports.
Indoor positioning systems using ultra-wideband technol-
ogy are the most accurate of the RF indoor positioning
systems [27–29]. Such systems use TOA/TDOA receivers
to achieve position errors of 0.5 to 2.5 cm [28,29].
Unfortunately, the TOA/TDOA technique requires precise
synchronization between all transmitters to obtain good
performance. Thus, the practicality of ultra-wideband
technology can suffer from the high cost of installing
and synchronizing transmitters as well as the cost of adding
ultra-wideband receivers to consumer devices.
A newer form of indoor positioning system makes use of

RSS, TOA/TDOA, or AOA/ADOA techniques with
optical signaling [4,6,7,11,12,19–23]. The performance
of these systems is greatly dependent upon the positioning
technique that is used. Fortunately, the technologies used
in many of these indoor optical systems are similar to each
other. Transmitters are implemented using light emitting
diodes (LEDs), and receivers are implemented using
optical detectors. When positioning is carried out using
an RSS receiver, theoretical position errors typically ranges
from 5 to 20 cm [5,6,10,12,30,31], while experimental
position errors range from around 5 cm for idealized
environments [7] to 40 cm for more practical systems [32].
This is typically the least accurate of the optical indoor
positioning systems due to its error caused by multipath
effects and power fluctuations of the transmitters. When
positioning is carried out using a TOA/TDOA receiver, the
position error is on the order of 2 mm [13,16], which is
vastly superior. Unfortunately, this system faces the
challenges mentioned above for the TOA/TDOA techni-
que. The requirement for precise transmitter synchroniza-
tion makes this technique both difficult and expensive to
implement. When positioning is carried out using an AOA
or ADOA receiver, a position error ranging between 1 and
4 cm can be achieved [19–22,33]. While this error is larger

than those of systems based upon the TOA/TDOA
technique, optical indoor positioning systems based on
the AOA/ADOA technique have no transmitter synchro-
nization requirement. In addition, these systems are
immune to errors caused by variations in transmitter
output power making them more robust than their RSS
counterparts. The main challenge with optical AOA and
ADOA receivers is their increased hardware complexity, in
comparison to the other two positioning techniques. For
example, a simple photodiode can be used as the optical
receiver in both the RSS and TOA/TDOA techniques,
while multiple photodiodes or even a camera is required
for the AOA/ADOA technique. While the added complex-
ity may seem to be a disadvantage, many consumer devices
already contain high quality cameras that are ideal optical
receivers. In light of this, AOA and ADOA technology
appears to be a strong candidate for future indoor
positioning systems [34].
In this paper, we will review several recent advances in

AOA and ADOA based optical indoor positioning systems
and demonstrate several simple yet accurate implementa-
tions. The aim of this work is to bring together these
advances in AOA and ADOA based optical indoor
positioning systems. We show how they are cheaper to
implement while maintaining accuracy in practice in
comparison to other indoor positioning technologies
making AOA and ADOA optical indoor positioning
system the ideal candidate for a universal optical indoor
positioning system. The work is laid out as follows:
Section 2 introduces the AOA and ADOA optical
positioning system and gives an analysis of optical receiver
architectures; Section 3 outlines design considerations of
practical AOA based optical positioning systems and
presents some key positioning results; Section 4 outlines
design considerations of practical ADOA based optical
positioning systems and presents some key positioning
results; Section 5 draw conclusions from the presented
work.

2 System overview

While the operation of AOA and ADOA based optical
indoor positioning systems are somewhat different, there
are some commonalities. These commonalities are primar-
ily based on the capabilities of the optical receiver. In this
section, we will discuss the common operation principles
between the AOA and ADOA based optical indoor
positioning systems. We will then investigate two suitable
optical receiver architectures.

2.1 Positioning environment

At its most fundamental level, an AOA or ADOA based
optical indoor positioning system consists of a network of
fixed optical beacons, which are the transmitters, and a
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mobile optical receiver as shown in Fig. 1. The entire
system contains two coordinate frames: the global
coordinate frame, which is aligned with the room that the
indoor positioning system is installed in, and the local
coordinate frame, which is attached to the optical receiver.
These coordinate frames are denoted by x, y, and z axes and
xb, yb, and zb axes in Fig. 1, respectively. For simplicity,
Fig. 1 assumes that the local and global coordinate frames
share the same orientation. Within the global coordinate
frame, the ith optical beacon, denoted in the figure by
hollow circles, is positioned at (xi, yi, zi) where the zi is
typically the same for all optical beacons. Physically, these
optical beacons are typically white light or infrared LEDs,
which are mounted on the ceiling. The layout of the optical
beacons depends on whether an AOA or ADOA system is
used. As such, the layout of optical beacons will be treated
in the AOA and ADOA sections in further depth. The
position of the mobile optical receiver, denoted in the
figure by the solid circle, is located in the global coordinate
frame at (x, y, z). It is this position that must be identified.
To solve for its position, the optical receiver must be able

to discern two sets of information. The first set of
information is a list of the AOAs between itself and the
optical beacons. Each long-dashed line in Fig. 1 between
an optical beacon and the optical receiver is called a line of
position (LOP). The angles at which each LOP intersects
the origin of the optical receiver’s local coordinate frame
can be described by two angles in the local frame: the
azimuthal angle, f, and the polar angle, q. In Fig. 1, the
azimuthal and polar angles for the ith optical beacon in the
local coordinate frame are denoted by fi and qi,
respectively. The second set of information that the optical
receiver must discern is the identity of each optical beacon.
Each optical beacon must transmit a unique identifier,
which is cross-referenced to a table containing the

coordinates of each optical beacon in the global frame.
This table is assumed to be known a priori by the optical
receiver. There are multiple methods of optical beacon
identification, but the one used typically depends upon the
characteristics of the optical receiver architecture. Such
architectures are discussed in the following subsection.

2.2 Optical receiver architectures

The two main optical receiver architectures found in the
literature are the multi-photodiode architecture and the
camera architecture. The multi-photodiode architecture
typically consists of three orthogonally mounted photo-
diodes in a corner-cube configuration [19,33], although
other forms have been proposed [22]. The corner-cube
configuration is advantageous as it is compact, uses a
minimal number of photodiodes, and is capable of retro-
reflection modulation if the optical indoor positioning
system is also used for light based communications [35].
The camera architecture consists of an image sensor with a
lens mounted above it to produce an image of the optical
beacons. This architecture can be found in many consumer
devices, such as smartphones. To assess receiver perfor-
mance, we will now take a deeper look at how each
architecture carries out AOA measurements and optical
beacon identification.

2.2.1 Multi-photodiode architecture

The multi-photodiode architecture is a simple, yet
effective, architecture for both measuring AOAs and
identifying their optical beacons. For simplicity, we will
consider a corner-cube configuration since it shares many
of the advantages and disadvantages of the other config-
urations. The inset of Fig. 2 shows a corner-cube of
photodiodes with its corresponding azimuthal and polar
angles. Since each photodiode is oriented in a different
direction, the intensity of the incident optical signal will be
different for each of the three photodiodes. As such, the
photocurrent from the three photodiodes can be used
together to uniquely calculate the AOA of the given optical
beacon. This is done using the equations and procedures
found in Ref. [35].
In a practical multi-photodiode optical receiver, the

measured AOAs will contain error, which is then
transferred to the estimated position. This occurs regard-
less of whether AOA or ADOA positioning is used.
Consequently, these AOA errors must be minimized to
carry out positioning with the highest accuracy. Such errors
are introduced by the photodiodes being at improper
angles, asymmetries in the detection circuitry for each
photodiode, or partial illumination of the structure. In Ref.
[19], a corner-cube configuration was used to measure
AOAs for positioning, and an AOA error of 2.4° was
found. Another limiting factor in AOA measurement is the
field of view (FOV) of the optical receiver. A practical
multi-photodiode optical receiver has a somewhat limited

Fig. 1 An AOA optical indoor positioning system with two
optical beacons, at (x1, y1, z1) and (x2, y2, z2), and an optical
receiver, at (x, y, z). The global frame, having x, y, and z axes, and
local frame, having xb, yb, and zb axes, are shown with azimuthal,
f, and polar, q, angles in the local frame. © [2017] IEEE.
Reprinted, with permission, from Ref. [21]
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FOV due to the physical placement of the photodiodes. In a
corner-cube configuration, the optical receiver can only
measure optical beacons within a solid angle of roughly
π/2 steradians, which corresponds to a half angle for the
FOV of approximately 20.7°. This is rather limited.
However, several corner-cubes can be arranged to increase
the FOV, as has been proposed for communications [36].
In addition to accurately measuring AOAs, the multi-

photodiode optical receiver must be able to discern which
AOAs correspond to which optical beacon. The most
common way to do this is to modulate the emitted power of
each optical beacon at a unique frequency and have the
optical receiver run a series of electronic bandpass filters
on each photodiode to differentiate the signals from each
optical beacon [19]. This frequency identification method
is advantageous due to its simple operation and reliability.
By making the frequencies sufficiently high and spacing
them sufficiently far apart in frequency, the receiver is
unlikely to mistake one optical beacon for another. In Ref.
[19], frequency identification was used in an AOA optical
indoor positioning system. Figure 2 shows the fast Fourier
transform (FFT) of the signals from two optical beacons on
all three photodiodes in a corner-cube configuration.
Here we can see that photodiodes 1 and 2 detect

significant photocurrents at 1.2 and 1.4 kHz, while
photodiode 3 detects virtually no signal at either frequency.

Finally, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of these photo-
currents is large, making the possibility of false optical
beacon detection negligible.

2.2.2 Camera architecture

The camera architecture is a slightly more complex, but
much more accurate, optical receiver architecture. Its main
advantage is its low AOA error, typically below 1° [20–
22,37]. A representative camera architecture taken from
Ref. [22] is shown in Fig. 3. In this figure, we see that a
lens is used to focus the incoming optical intensity to a
small focal spot on the image sensor.

The location of the center of the focal spot on the image
sensor, denoted by P in the figure, is measured in pixels
from the center of the image sensor, denoted by Oc in
Fig. 3. From the location of the focal spot, the azimuth
angle as measured on the image sensor, f′, can be
calculated simply as

f0 ¼ arctan
Bx

By

� �
, (1)

where Bx and By are the x and y coordinates of the focal
spot in units of pixels. The polar angle measured on the
image sensor, θ′, is slightly more difficult to calculate. If
we assume that the focusing lens is an ideal thin lens, the
polar angle as measured by the image sensor, θ′, is

�0 ¼ arctan
k

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
B2
x þ B2
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q
f

0
@
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Fig. 2 Frequency spectra of the photocurrents measured from the
three photodiodes (PDs) of a corner-cube multi-photodiode
architecture. Photocurrents I2 and I3 are vertically shifted for
clarity. Two optical beacons, one transmitting at 1.2 kHz and the
other transmitting at 1.4 kHz, are being detected. © [2012] IEEE.
Reprinted, with permission, from Ref. [19]

Fig. 3 Schematic of the camera architecture from Ref. [22]. In
this figure, the local frame is denoted x' y' z', Oc is the center of the
image sensor, f is the focal length of the lens, and P is the location
of the focal spot. The points Q, T, and L were used in Ref. [22] but
are not used in this analysis. © [2017] IEEE. Reprinted, with
permission, from Ref. [22]
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where k is a scaling factor that typically must be calibrated
and f is the focal length of the lens. When using systems
containing more complicated lens geometries, or if lens
aberrations are to be considered, this expression is
inadequate. In those cases, Eq. (2) will typically be
approximated by linearization or the entire system will be
modeled to obtain a more accurate definition of the polar
angle. This is typically required for wide FOVarchitectures
because error in the polar angle as measured by the image
sensor grows as the angle increases [21,37]. Another
source of error for both angles is the pixel quantization
caused by the discrete nature of the pixels on the image
sensor. It can be shown that this error is reduced as the
number of pixels on the image sensor increases and this
error grows as the focal spot approaches the origin on the
image sensor [21]. For the system modeled in Ref. [21] the
total AOA error is measured to be approximately 1° if the
polar angle, q, is in the range 15°< q< 50°. This angle is
used to define the FOVof the optical receiver, meaning that
it can measure optical beacons within a solid angle of just
over 2π steradians. This not only allows the camera
architecture to see more optical beacons than the multi-
photodiode architecture, but it also allows the optical
receiver to operate at large tilted angles while still seeing
the ceiling mounted optical beacons.
The improved AOA accuracy and FOV of the camera

architecture comes at the cost of an increased difficulty in
identifying optical beacons. The frequency identification
method used for the multi-photodiode architecture is
difficult to implement with the camera architecture due to
the low frame rate of most current image sensors. While
newer cameras such as the GoPro Black are capable of
capturing slow-motion video at frame rates up to 240 Hz,
frequency identification is still challenging due to a user’s
ability to see light modulation up to 65 Hz [38]. This
frequency, called the flicker frequency, limits the minimum
frequency and minimum frequency spacing. To overcome
this limitation, the techniques in Ref. [21] can be applied.
There, two additional capabilities of the camera architec-
ture are leveraged to identify optical beacons. First, the
camera architecture can spatially separate incoming signals
meaning that optical beacons can reuse identifier frequen-
cies so long as each optical beacon has a unique
combination of identifier frequencies, i.e., frequency 1 or
frequency 2 or both frequencies 1 and 2. This was not
possible in the photodiode architecture since each photo-
diode measured the incoming signals from all beacons
simultaneously. Second, most image sensors today can
detect color using separate pixels that are sensitive to red,
green, and blue (RGB) light. Also, since certain white light
LEDs are comprised of separate RGB diodes, the system
can transmit different identifier frequencies on different
colors of the same optical beacon, e.g., frequency 1 on red,
direct current (DC) on green, and both frequencies 1 and 2
on blue. In this system, a DC signal acts as no frequency.

Combining these two identification methods with the
frequency based method, the authors in Ref. [21] arrived at
the color-frequency detection method. In this method,
given a certain number of frequencies, nf, and a certain
number of colors, nc, the number of unique identifiers is
ð2nf – 1Þnc . This is because each optical beacon must have
at least one identifier frequency on at least one color. The
authors of Ref. [21] had a camera with a frame rate of 187
Hz, which restricted the number of possible identifier
frequencies to two. However, in that work, it was assumed
that frequencies above the Nyquist frequency could not be
used due to aliasing. Recently, we have now found that this
is not the case. By under-sampling higher frequencies, we
can increase the number of useable identifier frequencies
so long as the image sensor in the optical receiver does not
have an antialiasing filter and care is taken to ensure that
any alias frequencies arising from the under-sampling of
the identifier frequencies do not fall too close to other
identifier frequencies. This allows the system to use
identifier frequencies up to and even above the sampling
rate. We call this new technique under-sampled frequency-
color identification for optical beacons.
We implemented a camera based optical receiver with

under-sampled frequency-color identification using a
GoPro Black 3. The sampling rate of this optical receiver
was 240 Hz, allowing it to detect frequencies up to 120 Hz
without aliasing. Allowing alias frequencies, we can detect
identifier frequencies above 300 Hz, albeit at a lower SNR.
Figure 4 shows the detected signal from a single optical
beacon modulated at 70, 207, and 319 Hz.
We can see from these results that there are noticeable

peaks at 32, 70, and 78 Hz. The 32 Hz peak is the alias
frequency of 207 Hz and the 78 Hz peak is the alias
frequency of 319 Hz. While the amplitudes differ, the SNR
for all frequencies is still more than sufficient to reliably
determine their presence.

Fig. 4 Frequency spectra in dB of three optical beacons as
measured by a GoPro Black 3. The optical beacons are modulated
at 70, 207, and 319 Hz. Due to the frame rate of the GoPro Black 3,
the 207 Hz signal is the alias frequency of 32 Hz, and the 319 Hz
signal is the alias frequency of 78 Hz
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2.2.3 Architecture summary

In this section, we reviewed the basic operating principles
common to both AOA and ADOA optical positioning
systems as well as the two main optical receiver
architectures seen in the literature. We found that, for
both systems, the optical receiver must accurately
determine the AOAs associated with each optical beacon
and identify which optical beacon each AOA is associated
with. Based on the results found in the literature for multi-
photodiode and camera architectures, we conclude that the
camera architecture is a superior candidate for the optical
receiver in both AOA and ADOA optical positioning
systems, due to its better accuracy and compatibility with
consumer devices.

3 AOA based positioning

Having identified the superior optical receiver for both
optical AOA and ADOA positioning systems, we turn to
the specific details of an AOA based optical positioning
system. We first look at the basic algorithm to carry out
AOA based optical positioning. Next, we look at how the
optical beacon geometry affects the accuracy of the
position solution. Finally, we look at some positioning
results obtained using the GoPro Black 3 optical receiver
introduced in the previous section.

3.1 AOA positioning algorithm

To determine the optical receiver’s position in the global
frame of an AOA based optical positioning system, a set of
nonlinear equations must be solved. With the aid of Fig. 1,
we follow the derivations shown in Ref. [37] to obtain the
following azimuthal and polar angle equations for the ith
optical beacon (based upon the position of that optical
beacon and the position of the optical receiver):

fi ¼ arctan
y – yi
x – xi

� �
, (3)

�i ¼ arctan
krik
jz – zij

� �
: (4)

In this expression, ri ¼ ðx – xiÞx̂ þ ðy – yiÞŷ is the vector
between the optical receiver and the point on the z plane of
the optical receiver that is directly below the ith optical
beacon, where krik is the second norm of ri. Note that these
equations give the azimuthal and polar angles in the global
frame. As such, the local coordinate frame of the optical
receiver must share the same orientation as the system’s
global frame. Note, as well, that these equations cannot be
simply inverted to solve for the position of the optical
receiver. A nonlinear least squares (LS) algorithm must be
used instead. Following the derivations of Ref. [37], we

first linearize Eqs. (3) and (4) and write them in matrix
form giving

½H � ¼

ðy1 – yÞ
kr1k2

ðx – x1Þ
kr1k2

0

M M M

ðyi – yÞ
krik2

ðx – xiÞ
krik2

0

M M M

ðyn – yÞ
krnk2

ðx – xnÞ
krnk2

0

jz1 – zjðx1 – xÞ
kr1kkR1k2

jz1 – zjðy1 – yÞ
kr1kkR1k2

kr1k
kR1k2

M M M

jzi – zjðxi – xÞ
krikkRik2

jzi – zjðyi – yÞ
krikkRik2

krik
kRik2

M M M

jzn – zjðxn – xÞ
krnkkRnk2

jzn – zjðyn – yÞ
krnkkRnk2

krnk
kRnk2

2
6666666666666666666666666666666666666664

3
7777777777777777777777777777777777777775

: (5)

In this expression, H is called the system design matrix
and Ri ¼ ðx – xiÞx̂ þ ðy – yiÞŷ þ ðz – ziÞ̂z. The system
design matrix is shown as an augmented matrix containing
both the azimuthal and polar partial derivatives. Next,
we obtain a vector of azimuthal and polar angle errors from
the ith optical beacon, dfi and dqi, respectively. We do this
by calculating the azimuthal and polar angles expected at
our current estimate of the position and subtracting them
from the measured azimuthal and polar angles. We then
use an initial position estimate to obtain constant values
for the system design matrix. Next, we solve the LS
equation,

∂x

∂y

∂z

2
64

3
75 ¼ ðHTHÞ – 1HT

∂f1

M

∂fi

M

∂fn

∂�1
M

∂�i
M

∂�n

2
666666666666666666664

3
777777777777777777775

, (6)

to obtain the vector [dx dy dz]T, which is an estimate of the
error in the current position estimate. Finally, we add that
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estimated error to the current position estimate and iterate
through the whole process until the estimated position
error falls below an acceptable threshold.

3.2 Dilution of precision

As stated earlier, error in the measured AOAs will
introduce error in the final estimated position. From
Eq. (6), we can see that the proportionality between the
measured AOA errors and the position errors depends
upon the system design matrix, H. According to Ref. [39],
we can define a quantity called the dilution of precision
(DOP) which is calculated from the design matrix, H, as

DOP x,y,zð Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
trðHTHÞ – 1

q
¼ �pðx,y,zÞ

�a
: (7)

This expression calculates DOP from the system’s
design matrix, H, for a given point in the global frame and
equates it to the ratio of the position error at the point in the
global frame, sp(x, y, z), to the AOA error of the optical
receiver, sa. Thus, DOP acts as a scaling factor between
angle error and position error, and it is a function of
position in space.
The system design matrix in Eq. (5) is highly dependent

upon the locations of the optical beacons relative to the
optical receiver. In Ref. [37], several different optical

Fig. 5 Curves for DOP and position error for the (a) triangle, (b) square, and (c) hexagon optical beacon geometries. Optical beacons are
indicated by hollow white circles. The position error is calculated from the DOP using an AOA error of 1°. © [2015] IEEE. Reprinted,
with permission, from Ref. [37]
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beacon configurations were tested and the DOP values
over a constant z plane below the optical beacons were
calculated. The results of that analysis are shown in Fig. 5.
The three optical beacon configurations tested were a
triangle, shown in Fig. 5(a), a square, shown in Fig. 5(b),
and a hexagon, shown in Fig. 5(c). The optical beacons
were fixed on a plane at z = 100 cm and all DOP
calculations were carried out on the plane of z = 0. The area
coverage for each optical beacon configuration was
determined by making the optical power density equal
for each configuration and the position error was calculated
assuming an AOA error of sa = 1°.
These results indicate that by transitioning from the

triangle configuration to the hexagon configuration, a
roughly 30% improvement can be made in positioning
accuracy. While this is not orders of magnitude, it does
highlight the fact that proper optical beacon placement is
necessary to maximize the capabilities of an optical AOA
positioning system.

3.3 AOA positioning results

An optical AOA indoor positioning system was built and
the GoPro Black 3 optical receiver described in Section
2.22 was used as the optical receiver. Nine optical beacons
in a square configuration were used in this system, as
shown in Fig. 6.

The positioning results for this system are shown in
Fig. 7 for 31 arbitrary positions over a 1 m3 working area.
The average position error for this system is 1.2 cm. This
agrees with the errors obtained in Ref. [21] using a camera
architecture and a similar working area, and is superior to
the 5 cm error obtained in Ref. [33], which used a corner-
cube architecture in a smaller system with fewer optical
beacons. As expected, the error increases as the optical

receiver moves toward the periphery of the system, due to
large polar angles, and at the center of the system, as it is
directly below an optical beacon so one of the azimuthal
angles is undefined.

4 ADOA based positioning

The main challenge faced by optical indoor positioning
systems based solely on AOA measurements is the
requirement to know the optical receiver’s orientation.
This means that the optical receiver is either limited to
certain orientations, as was the case in the previous section,
or must integrate accelerometers and gyroscopes to
determine its orientation accurately, which is costly. One
solution is an optical indoor positioning system based on
ADOA instead of AOA. In this section, we will review the
relevant theory for optical indoor positioning systems
based on ADOA, then show experimental results for such a
system.

4.1 ADOA positioning algorithm

An ADOA optical indoor positioning system makes use of
the fact that by differencing AOAs, the dependence on
which coordinate frame the AOAs are measured in is
removed. In an ADOA system, AOAs are measured just as
they were for the standard AOA system; however, instead
of calculating the optical receiver’s position from that
information alone, the angles are differenced to give a new
set of measurements. An example of an ADOA system is
shown in Fig. 8. This figure shows the mth and nth optical
beacon and the ADOA, g, which is the angle that subtends
the vectors between the mth and nth optical beacons and
the optical receiver.
Following the work done in Ref. [22], the equation to

calculate an ADOA based on the locations of the optical

Fig. 6 AOA optical indoor positioning system. The optical
beacons are denoted by hollow circles and the optical receiver is
denoted by the x-y-z coordinate frame. This figure is from the
thesis of M. Bergen. It is owned by UBC under a creative
commons license and the authors are free to reuse it here (given the
publisher’s approval) since it is openly available through cIRcle

Fig. 7 Positioning results for an AOA optical indoor positioning
system using a GoPro Black 3 as the optical receiver. Estimated
positions are indicated by orange ´’s; true positions are indicated
by blue circles
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beacons and the optical receiver is

gm,n ¼ arccos
rm$rn

krmkkrnk
� �

: (8)

If the entirety of Eq. (8) is independent of the orientation
of the measurement frame, the ADOA angle, g, is also
independent of the orientation of the measurement frame.
The numerator of Eq. (8) is the inner product of the vector
between the optical receiver and the mth optical beacon,
and the vector between the optical receiver and the nth
optical beacon. Inner product calculations are independent
of the measurement frame so long as both vectors are in the
same frame, thus satisfying our requirement. The denomi-
nator of Eq. (8) is the magnitude of the distance between
the optical receiver and the two optical beacons. Since this
is a scalar quantity, it is independent of measurement
frame, thus satisfying our requirement. The interested
reader can find a more quantitative treatment of this
analysis in Ref. [22].
Now that the ADOAs have been related to the locations

of the optical beacons and the location of the optical
receiver, they must be related to the measured AOAs. To
do so, we again follow the analysis in Ref. [22], which
derives the expression for the relationship between the
ADOAs and the AOAs to be

cos gm,n

� � ¼ 1 –
1

2
½sinð�0mÞcosðf0

mÞ – sinð�0nÞcosðf0
nÞ�2

–
1

2
½sinð�0mÞsinðf0

mÞ – sinð�0nÞsinðf0
nÞ�2

–
1

2
½cosðf0

mÞ – cosðf0
nÞ�2: (9)

We must now use Eqs. (8) and (9) to solve for the
position of the optical receiver. The complexity of these
equations prevents us from using the LS method that was
introduced for AOA systems; therefore, we must introduce
a new method of solving these equations. The route taken
in Ref. [22] is to use an exhaustive search within a bounded
positioning region to find the position whose ADOAs best
match the measured ADOAs. While this method is
computationally expensive, it eliminates the possibility
of non-convergence that can plague LS calculations. The
solution time is greatly dependent on the size of the search
area and the size of each spatial step. The accuracy of this
algorithm is directly influenced by the spatial step size.

4.2 ADOA positioning results

The positioning results presented in Section 3.3 have been
reprocessed using an ADOA algorithm instead of the AOA
algorithm used previously. The ADOA algorithm uses a
spatial step size of 1 cm to obtain its position estimates.
The results are shown in Fig. 9. In the figure, the blue
circles denote actual positions, while the green squares
denote the estimated positions.

It can be seen that an ADOA optical indoor positioning
system is capable of low position error. The average error
for the 31 random locations investigated is 4.3 cm;
however, eliminating the one obvious blunder in the data
reduces the position error to approximately 3.7 cm. While
the position error of the ADOA system is higher than an
AOA system, it is still superior to the position error for
RSS systems. Moreover, it sheds the requirement to know
the receiver’s orientation, which limits the AOA system’s
usefulness. Table 1 illustrates the accuracy of AOA and
ADOA-based optical indoor positioning methods by
comparing it to other indoor positioning system methods.

Fig. 8 Schematic of an ADOA optical indoor positioning
system. The mth and nth optical beacons are denoted by the
hollow circles at (xm, ym, zm) and (xn, yn, zn), respectively. The
optical receiver is denoted by the a solid circle at (x, y, z), and the
ADOA between the mth and nth optical beacon is denoted by gm,n.
Note that there is no coordinate frame attached to the optical
receiver as this information is irrelevant

Fig. 9 Positioning results for an ADOA optical indoor position-
ing system using a GoPro Black 3 as the optical receiver. Estimated
positions are indicated by green squares; true positions are
indicated by blue circles
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5 Conclusion

Indoor positioning systems are emerging from research
environments into commercial systems. However, there is
still a need for a single implementation that can operate in all
indoor environments. Optical AOA/ADOA indoor position-
ing systems show great promise for this because of their
versatility. They are independent of the transmitter power,
transmitter synchronization, acoustic noise, temperature,
and humidity and provide superior accuracy, with errors on
the order of 1 – 5 cm. Moreover, AOA/ADOA indoor
positioning systems can be implemented with simple LEDs
and commercially-available cameras—making them strong
candidates for future indoor positioning systems.
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